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As software becomes increasingly complex, maintenance and evolution become more 
challenging to developers. One of the major problems for developers in an evolutionary 
environment is that seemingly small changes can ripple throughout the system and thus cause 
major unintended impact elsewhere. However, manual analysis is inefficient and error prone 
for performing data dependency and impact analysis. There is a need for automatic tools to 
help software developers understand how changes in software system impact the rest of the 
system and identify those impacts. 
Although object oriented codes are more easily packaged and have certain advantages, 
features such as encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism introduce new problems for 
analyzing ripple effects in obj ect-oriented. 
This thesis presents a prototype of an automatic software change impact analyzer for 
Java code. Given the proposed changes (such as the modification of fields, methods or some 
statements inside a method), the goal of this automatic tool is to identify the possible impacts 
to the system based on data dependency analysis and present the impacts analysis results to 
the user. The output of the system is a set of affected classes, fields, and methods, which can 
be used in cost estimation, change plan evaluation, efficient retesting, etc. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 What is Software Change Impact Analysis? 
Software is not static during its lifetime. It is updated and tested over time. As a result, 
the software becomes increasingly more complex and difficult to understand, putting an ever-
increasing testing and maintenance burden upon the software maintainer. The increasing 
complexity and difficulties are due to the following reasons [ 1 ] 
• Error correction. Sometime this bug-fixing phase may need significant code change, 
some even require design change. 
• New requirements or new features are needed. It is natural that over the time, either 
because the original design is out-of-date or situations are not anticipated in old 
design, new requirements or features are added into the existing software instead of 
redesign to lower the overall cost. 
• Software changes to accommodate new environments. 
• Long development cycles means few people can stay with the project. Complexity 
and difficulty are introduced into the software due to inconsistent development style 
anal the lack of necessary knowledge of the code from the new developers. 
• Short deadlines and/or budget pressure usually generate messy, low quality, and hard 
to maintain code. 
On the other hand, understanding the effects of software change is essential in 
maintaining software. "Experience shows that making software changes without 
understanding their effects can leads to poor estimates of effort, delays in release schedules, 
degraded software design, unreliable software products, and premature retirement of the 
system" [2]. The key objective in maintenance is to understand how a proposed change in 
software will affect the system. Unfortunately, a small change can cause major unintended 
effects elsewhere in the system through the ripple effect. The process of tracing this ripple 
effect is called Software Change Impact Analyses (SCIA). 
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SCIA has been practiced in various forms for years, yet there is no consensus on a 
definition [3]. There are different definitions of software change impact analysis. Pfleeger 
and Bohner [8] define SCIA as "the evaluation of the many risks associated with the change, 
including estimates of the effects on resources, effort, and schedule." Turver and Munro [9] 
define SCIA as "the assessment of a change, to the source code of a module, on the other 
modules of the system. It determines the scope of a change and provides a measure of its 
complexity." Arnold and Bohner [3] define SCIA as identifying the potential consequences 
of a change, or estimating what needs to be modified to accomplish a change. They 
emphasize the estimation of the impacts. Pfleeger's definition extends their definition to 
include the evaluation of impacts. The ripple effect of a change to the source code 'of a 
software system is defined as the consequential effects on other parts of the system resulting 
from that change. Our SCIA definition is close to Arnold and Bohner's with a focus on 
identifying the ripple effect caused by the changes. 











Figure 1. Impact analysis process 
Impact analysis can be broken down into following steps: 
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1. Extract information from the source code and convert it into certain form of internal 
representation, such as abstract syntax tree. 
2. Convert a proposed change into a system change specification. 
3. Calculate the change impact (ripple effect) for the change proposal. 
Repeat steps 2-3 again for other competing change proposals. The following steps are not 
essential steps but they are often related to impact analysis. 
4. Develop resource estimates, based on considerations such as the scale of impact and 
software complexity. 
5. Analyze the costs and benefits of the change request. 
6. Choose the best one from competing proposals. Prepare for testing. 
Impact analysis is one of the most tedious and difficult parts of software change. Manually 
performing SCIA is labor intense and error prone. This is especially true for large systems. 
Systematic approaches to impact analysis are frequently not part of formal software 
engineering training [3]. It is performed only when absolutely necessary due to the cost 
involved. Automatic impact analysis offers several advantages over manual techniques such 
as: correctness, speed, and consistency across users. 
Automatic SCIA consists of the following components: 
• Source code analysis. Source code analysis builds up an abstract syntax tree to 
represent the source code. 
• Dependency analysis. Dependency analysis analyzes and stores relationships among 
program statements that define or use data. Dependency exists when one variable 
provides a value used directly or indirectly by another variable or statement. 
Dependency analysis includes data dependency analysis and control dependency 
analysis. 
• Impact analysis. Based on dependency relation and change information, impact 
analysis traces the ripple effects iteratively beginning from proposed change sources. 
Optionally, SCIA can be combined with a test case generator based on the affected 
components related to the proposed change. 
1.2 Use of Software Change Impact Analysis 
An effective SCIA can reduce the cost associated with the proposed changes by 
improving the accuracy of required resource estimation. Impact analysis can be used as a 
measure of the cost of a change. The more the change causes other changes, the higher the 
cost is. Carrying out impact analysis before a change is made allows an assessment of the 
cost of the change and helps management choose tradeoffs between alternative changes. It 
allows managers and engineers to evaluate the appropriateness of a proposed modification. If 
a change that is proposed has the possibility of impacting large, disjoint sections of a 
program, the change might need to be re-examined to determine whether a safer change is 
possible. 
An effective SCIA can reduce the effort of retesting components and drive regression 
testing, i.e., to determine the parts of a program that need to be re-tested after a change is 
made. Regression testing is a software maintenance activity that refers to any repetition of 
tests (usually after software or data changes) intended to show that the software's behavior is 
unchanged except insofar as required by the change to the software or data [6] . To save effort, 
regression testing should retest only those parts that are impacted by the changes. During 
maintenance, when some changes have been made to the system, we need to estimate how 
many components need to be retested. Retesting unnecessary components in the system will 
increase the cost of testing, 
An effective SCIA allows more accurate development schedules to be set for better 
planning of changes. It can determine the affected developers) and send change notifications. 
Therefore, SCIA plays an important role in software maintenance. 
1.3 Java Object-Oriented Concepts 
In late 1995, the Java programming language came onto the Internet scene and became 
an overwhelming success. It is a solidly engineered language that has gained acceptance by 
all major vendors (Microsoft not quite though). Object-oriented programming (OOP) is now 
in the mainstream of programming practice, and Java is fully object oriented --- everything in 
Java, except for a few primitive data types such as integers, are objects. It is widely believed 
that applying object-oriented technology can lead to better system architectures, and enforce 
a disciplined coding style. Rumbaugh [7] states that because classes provide a natural unit of 
modularity, an object-oriented approach produces a clean, well-understood design that is 
easier to test, maintain, and extend than non-object-oriented designs. 
The object-oriented paradigm is based on several concepts such as encapsulation, 
inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding. Although these features contribute to the 
reusability and extensibility of systems, they produce complex dependencies between classes 
and objects; there are data dependencies, control dependencies and state behavior 
dependencies between them, which make it difficult to identify the ripple effects of changes 
[5]. For instance, encapsulation implies the so-called "delocalized plan" [4], in which the 
intended functionality is achieved by invoking several methods acting on the objects from 
some classes; changes to a class may affect many other classes. Inheritance implies that a 
class can reuse the data members and methods of another class. Therefore, new dependencies 
are created between two classes and changes to a parent class may affect all descendant 
classes. Polymorphism and dynamic binding imply that objects may take on more than one 
implementation, and which form an object will take is unknown until run time. This makes 
the identification of the affected components more difficult: static analysis has to be 
performed with a conservative policy so that all possibilities will be explored. 
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1.4 Related Research on Impact Analysis 
The origins of impact analysis research can be traced back to a paper by Haney [10]. 
Since then much research on SCIA has taken place. Especially, in the mid 90s, there is a 
surge in impact analysis research due to the attention of Y2K problem in the business world. 
Many of the research papers are collected in the book [3]. In the book, Arnold and Bohner 
present an extensive review of impact analysis and related techniques. 
Pfleeger and Bohner [8] recognize impact analysis as a primary activity in software 
maintenance and present a framework for software metrics that could be used as a basis for 
measuring stability of the whole system. 
Arnold and Bohner define athree-part conceptual framework to compare different 
impact analysis approaches and assess the strengths and weaknesses of individual approaches. 
These parts correspond to how an approach is used to accomplish impact analysis, how the 
approach is implemented internally, and the effectiveness of the approach [11]. Bohner 
proposed a method for conducting impact analysis with a graph traceability representation, 
and combines vertical traceability (relationships between objects of the same kind) and 
horizontal traceability (relationships between objects of different kinds) in the same analysis. 
He also proposed a software change process model that incorporates impact analysis as a 
fundamental part of the process. This model depicts where in the software change process 
impact analysis can be incorporated [12]. 
In the object-oriented camp, Kung et al. [ 13] describes an algarithm to identify the 
impacted parts of the system by comparing the original system and the modified version, and 
find the differences between these two systems. This can be used as a post analysis tool after 
the change is made, but cannot be used for change impact prediction because there is no 
changed version available for comparison before the change is committed. 
Jang et al [ 14] propose an approach for analyzing change impact in a class hierarchy. 
Their method deals with the impacts associated with type changes as well. The goal of their 
research is to reduce the retesting effort significantly. 
Some interesting research is done by Briand et al [15]. The authors use a strategy that 
uses a history of changes observed in a commercial system to determine whether the existing 
coupling measures, for object-oriented system, can be used to identify classes with similar 
changes. This in turn., should give an indication about how ripple effects are likely to 
propagate from class to class. This approach is based on statistics and is simpler than that 
which is based on dependency analysis; however, this method is not accurate and can only 
recover impact information from highly coupled classes. 
Lee et al [ 16] analyze the possible changes that could happen in object-oriented 
software and how these changes affect other classes in the system. They propose a set of 
algorithms that can find possible affected classes due to the changes in C++ code, which 
allows developers to evaluate proposed change plans; The authors also describe a set of 
object-oriented change impact metrics to quantitatively evaluate the change impact and an 
early stage proof-of-concept tool that computes the impact of changes. 
Our research similar to the aspects described above in many ways; however, the major 
difference is the granularity. Our approach has finer granularity and analyzing targets down 
to primitive data fields instead of on conceptual object level. For example, in our data 
dependency analysis on objects, the ultimate analyzing elements are fields of the objects at 
primitive data type level. In this way, the dependency relation is more accurate since the 
information collected reflects the state of the object carries. For methods, the dependency 
relations are calculated and built among elements in the read set, write set, and return set of 
the method so that at a method invocation point, these relations are mapped back to actual 
variables. In contrast, most of the analyses in the above research are focused on objects and 
method level to avoid complex data dependency analysis algorithms. For example, the 
commonly used criteria of impact are: if one of the fields of an object is affect, the whole 
object is marked affected, any thing refers to the object becomes impacted; same thing for 
methods, if one of its read variables is affected, the whole method and all its outputs are 
marked affected. This simpler treatment is fine for proof-of-concept research. However, 
obviously, these analyses will produce unnecessarily too many affected components and 
cause information explosion. These problems limit the applicability of the tool for analyzing 
large software. Our approach is more accurate in pinpointing change impacts. Of course, we 
need to perform more sophisticated dependency analysis. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the scope and goal of the 
problem. Section 3 is a summary of features of our SCIA tool. In Section 4 we introduce the 
methods and algorithms we use in impact analysis. In Section 5, we explain the design and 
architecture of our tool. We also present some implementation details. In Section 6, we 
summarize the test cases and results of our SCIA tool. We sum up the limitation of our tool 
in Section 7 and draw our conclusions in Section 8. 
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2 Problem Definition 
2.1 Problem Statement 
The scope of this research is to address the problem of software change impact analysis 
for Java code. The "change" here means proposed code changes, not design or specification 
changes. The "impact analysis" means static impact analysis (also called conservative 
analysis). 
Static impact analysis is calculated according to static information obtained from 
source code at compile time. The affected set will be bigger than the set calculated by using 
execution time information. For example, in case of dynamic binding, the type in the 
method's parameter list can be substituted by any of its subclasses at run time, but which 
subclass cannot be known until run time. The analyzer has to conservatively add up all 
possibilities. 
2.2. Goals 
The main goal of this research is to design afiner-grain impact analysis algorithm and 
implement a tool that is able to automatically determine the impact due to proposed initial 
changes on Java code. 
To achieve this goal and to provide the user the impact information as accurate as 
possible, we 
• Present a set of precision analysis algorithms to analyze the dependency relations 
among the read, write sets of methods . 
• Set the smallest analysis unit for an object to its primitive data field. This way the 
direct dependency relation between two objects is converted to dependencies 
among the primitive fields of two objects. This finer granularity aids the precision 
analysis since it provides details of object's dependency relations. 
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The tool should also provide comprehension aids for source code, such as visualization 
of code structure, dependency relationship among fields, and relations among input and 
output of each method. 
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3 Features of the Tool 
Our prototype of the automatic software change impact analysis tool has the following 
features 
• Data dependency based impact analysis on Java code. 
• Precise dependency analysis on method's read, write and return set. 
• Possible affected components such as classes, fields, methods and statements will be 
flagged. 
• An HTML formatted impact report which outlines the proposed changes and all 
possible impact. 
• Java code visualized in hierarchical tree structure. 
• Easy to use GUI interface to acquire proposed software changes. 
• The analyzer is based on a language neutral XML representation of source code. This 
makes it possible to extend the analysis to other object oriented languages. 
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4 Analyses and Algorithms 
4.1 Definitions 
In object oriented language such as Java, class is the basic package of a software system. 
A class has data fields and ~netliods. An instantiation of a class is called an object. The data 
fields specify the state of the object, and the methods specify the behavior of the object. 
We associate several sets with each method. Their definitions are as follows: local . 
variable set: LVS(fl = {a ~ a is a local variable defined in method f}; formal parameter set: 
FPS(fl = {a ~ a is a formal parameter of method f}; field set: FS(fl = {a (a is a data field that 
is defined in the class that method f is belongs to} (similarly the field set for object o is 
defined as FS(o) _ {a ~ a is a data field that is defined in the class that o is instantiated from}); 
write set: WS(~ _ { a ~ a E FPS(f) U FS(fl, c~ is modified by f}; read set: RS(fl = {a ~ a E 
FPS(fl U FS(fl, a is used before its first modification by method f}. If a variable belongs to 
RS(fl, it is referred as a read variable. From its first modification onward, a variable is 
referred as a write variable and belongs to WS(fl. For the element a in formal parameter set, 
field set, retunz set, and a call site s of method f, define operation MAP(a,fs) that maps c~ to 
its corresponding actual variable at the site s. 
Given a method f and a E LVS(fl U FPS(fl U FS(fl, let p be the last place in f where a is 
modified. Let B be the backward slice of a at p. Let T(B) be the leaf nodes of B. We define 
the dependency list D-list(af} as T(B) .The dependency list has the following properties: (1) 
if x E D-list(a~, then x E RS(f). (2). If a E RS(fl, then D-list(a,~ _ {a}. (3) If a is a literal 
constant, then D-list(a,~ _ ~ . (4) If any element in D-list(a,~ is impacted, then a is impacted. 
We define return set RTS(fl of method f as the union of return sets of all return 
statements in method f. Given a return statement rs, rs may return a set of variables A(rs) _ 
{ a ~ a E LVS(fl U FPS(fl U FS(fl } and/or a set of return values of methods F(rs) _ { g ~ g i s a 
invoked method in rs}. For instance, rs could be `return a+b+fooQ+a.mIQ;' in this example, 
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A(rs) _ {a,b}, F(rs) _ {foo, ml }. With the definition of the dependency list, the return set of 
return statement rs in method m can be defined as: RTS(rs, fl = { (U; D-list(a,, fl) U 
(U ~ MAP(RTS(g~), g~, rs)), where a; E A(rs) and g~ E F(rs) } . 
The dependency list D-list(fd,c) for a field fd in class c is defined to be: pis the place in 
class c's definition where fd is declared (and initialized). Let B be the backward slice of f at p. 
D-list(fd,c) = B. 
We defined the impacted class set (ICS) to be the set of classes that could be impacted, 
the impacted method set of class c (IMS(c)) to be the set of methods that could be impacted in 
class c, and the impacted fields set of class c (IFS(c)) to be the set of fields that could be 
impacted in class c, impact statement set of method m (ISSM(fl) to be the set of statements 
(including block statement such as loop statement or branch statement) that could be 
impacted in method f. The union of IMS(c~) (i = 1,2,. . .n) is IMS, where n is the total number 
of classes in system. IFS, IFSO and ISSM are defined the same way. 
4.2 Impact Analysis 
Our impact analysis algorithm calculates the impact set, i.e. parts of affected code, 
iteratively. The starting point for the impact set is the set of proposed changes denoted by 
IFSO, IMSo, and ISSM~. In ith iteration, the impact analysis algorithm calculates the new 
impact set IFSi based IFSi_1, IMSo and ISSMo. then calculates data dependency, and updates 
the impact sets if necessary. If IFSi is not equal to IFSi_1, the iteration continues. Otherwise, 
the algorithm terminates. 
Rules that associate the impacted components: A class c is considered impacted if and 
only if ~ x, xE IFS(c) U IMS(c). A method f is impacted if and only if ~ x~ WSJ, xE IFS. 
The algorithm of impact analysis is: 
Algorithm impactAnalysis 
Input: Class list of the system: clazzList, initial change lists 
IFSO , IMSo , ISSMo
Output: classList with change impacts 
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BEGIN 
clone a clean classList (i.e. without impact): cleanClassList 
start iteration : ( i th iteration, i = 1 , 2 , ...) 
size = lengthOf (IFSi _1 ) ; 
classList = cleanClassList; 
Perform initializeDirtyLists; //based on impact information 
//in IFSz_ 2 , IMSo , ISSMo
Perform depAnalysis; 
IF size != lengthOf(IFSi) //IFS is updated in depField 
goto start_iteration; 
ELSE 
return the classList; 
END 
The initiallizeDirtyLists walks through classList and marks impact information based on 
IFS, IMS, and ISSM obtained from previous iteration or initial impact sets. For instance, if a 
field xis in IFS(c), then the algorithm should find all objects of type c in the system and mark 
its corresponding field x as impacted. If a method f is in IMS(c), under the assumption that f 
keeps its signature, let WS(fl = FS(fl U FPS(fl ,and mark all elements in WS(fl as impacted, 
RTS(fl = ~ ,and retun2 is marked as impacted. In this version of implementation, only three 
statement types are handled: local variable declaration, assignment, and return. For these 
types, assuming the local variable or assigned variable is a, we clear the D-list(a~ or RTS(fl 
and mark a or return as impacted. 
Algorithm initializeDirtyLists 
Input: IFS, IMS, ISSM, and classList 
Output: classList with impact information from IFS, IMS, ISSM 
BEGIN 
FOR each f field e in IFS 
BEGIN 
FOR each class c in classList 
BEGIN 
FOR each f field fd in c 
BEGIN 
IF e and fd have the same signature 
Perform markDirty (fd) ; / /mark fd dirty i f fd i s e 
ENDFOR 
FOR each method f in c 
BEGIN 
FOR each data f field dfd in FS (f) 
BEGIN 
IF e and dfd have the same signature 
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Perform markDirty (dfd) ; 
ENDFOR 
FOR each local variable 1v in LVS (f) 
BEGIN 
IF e and lv have the same signature 
Perform markDirty (lv) ; 
ENDFOR 
FOR each f ormal parameter fp in FPS (f ) 
BEGIN 
IF e and fp have the same signature 
Perform markDirty (fp) ; 
ENDFOR 
ENDFOR // end loop for f 
ENDFOR //end loop for c 
ENDFOR // end loop for e 
// now process dirty statement 
FOR each dirty statement ds in ISSM 
BEGIN 
locate the original statement st corresponding to ds 
IF st is a local variable declaration or assignment 
statement 
BEGIN 
get the local or assigned. variable from s~: var; 
Perform markDirty (var) ; 
IF st is a return statement 
BEGIN 
clear RTS(st,f); 
mark return as impacted; 
ENDIF 
ENDFOR // end processing statement 
// now process dirty method 
FOR each method f in IMS 
BEGIN 
mark f dirty; 
FOR each fd in FS (f ) 
BEGIN 
Perform markDirty (fd) ; 
ENDFOR 
FOR each e 1 ement fd in FPS (f ) 
BEGIN 
Perform markDirty (fd) ; 
ENDFOR 
// returns in f 
clear RTS(f); 
mark return as impacted; 
ENDFOR // end of processing dirty method 
END 
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The markDirty (fd) method does the following 
IF fd is a primitive data type 
clear D-list (fd) ; 
mark it impacted and written; 
ELSE // an object type 





4.3 Dependency Analysis 
Our impact analysis utilizes data dependency analysis — the technique used extensively 
in compilers and source-code analysis tools. The dependency analysis answers questions 
about what and where data is defined or used. Dependency analysis is the most mature 
impact analysis technique available [3]. It provides assistance to an automatic tool in 
identifying the consequences of software changes. Dependency analysis includes data-flow 
analysis and control-flow analysis. These two techniques are used together to get overall 
dependency relations for the data variables involved. 
The dependency analysis begins by analyzing classes in the package. The algorithm is: 
Algorithm depAnalysis 
Input: classeList 
Output: classes with dependency information 
BEGIN 
FOR each class c in classList 
BEGIN 
IF c has ready been analyzed, return; 
FOR each f field fd in c 
BEGIN 
Perform depField; / /analyze dep relation for f field fd 
ENDFOR 
FOR each method f in c 
BEGIN 
Perform depMethod;//analyze dep relation for f 
ENDFOR 
ENDFOR 
mark c as analyzed 
IF ~xE IMSi (c) U IFSi (c) / / (index i stands for i~h iteration of 
17 
BEGIN 




The basic construction units are analysis of fields (depField) and Methods 
(depNiethod). They are explained in the next two sections. 
4.4 Analysis of Methods 
In our analysis, a method f is viewed as a function with inputs and outputs and lines 
connecting input and output pins. The input pins are elements in RS(fl. The output pins 
consist of elements in WS(f) and return of f. The lines mean dependency relations between 
inputs and outputs. This abstract captures all static behavior needed to analysis data 
dependency relations when m is called, so that by just looking at the pins and lines, one can 
map the dependency relation back to actual variables without analyzing the method again.. 
The objective of the analysis of method is to set up the dependency relationships between 
input pins, output pins. In other words, it is to set up D-List for outputs of the method. 
Here is an example to illustrate the notations. For the following code, the method f oo is: 
public Class A { 
public int a1, a2; 
public int foo(int fp1, int fp2){ 
fp1 = fp2+a1; 
a2 = fp2; 




Figure 2. Illustration of method notation 
Notice that in the graph "return" depends on formal parameter fp2 and data field a1, not 
fpl. This is because at return point, fp1 is no longer a read variable, but it carries the read of 
variables fp2 and a1. fp2 and a1 are the leaves of backward slicing tree for "return". 
Similar for variable al, it does not depend on fp1, since fp1 is not a red variable at the point. 
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fp1 carry the value of fp2 and a1. However, a variable depends on itself does not provide 
new information at all. So D-list(a1, m) _ {fp2 } . We build the D-list for write variables 
incrementally following the data flow in the method. From AST, each write variable a has 
an original list dl of dependency that is obtained from source code. dl = { c~ }, i = 1, 2 , . . . n, 
where j2 is the length of the dependency list. The D-list(a,~ = U, D-list(c~,~, (i = 1, 2, . . ., n). 
During the construction of D-list(a,~, we use the following equation for the read variable r, 
The method analysis is actually a set of algorithms. Let us begin with depMethod. This 
algorithm is called recursively to perform in depth first search order the dependency analysis 
of the methods in the call order tree starting with the given method. 
Algorithm depMethod 
Input: the AST of method f 
Output: the D-list of elements in write set of the method f. 
BEGIN 
IF f has been analyzed, return; 




Mark f as analyzed; 
IF ~ x~ WS (f) and x is impacted or return of f is marked as 
impacted 
BEGIN 
mark f as impacted; 
IMSi = IMSi _1 U { f } ; / / (index i stands for 
i th iteration of impactAnalysis loop) 
ENDIF 
END 
The module analysisBlock computes the dependency list for write variables by 
examining each statement in the block. There are 10 statement types: local variable 
declaration, assignment, standalone method invocation, return, for-loop, while-loop, do-
while-loop, if-statement, switch, and try-catch. The first four types are basic statement types. 
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The other types are compound statement block and built on top of these four types. The 
analysis varies depending on statement type. 
Algorithm analysisBlock 
Input: statement block 
Output: D-list of write variables in statement block. 
BEGIN 
FOR each statement s in block 
BEGIN 
perform corresponding analysis for s based on its type; 
IF s causes any variables become impacted 
mark s as Impacted; 
ISSMi = ISSMi _1 U {s } ; / / (index i stands for i to 
//iteration of impactAnalysis loop) 
ENDFOR 
END1 
The analyses of local variables and assignments are similar; we will describe the 
algorithm for assignments. For compound statement types, we will, as sample, describe the 
algorithm for the if-else statement. 
A stand alone method invocation statement is a statement which only has a method call. 
Although it doesn't catch any returns from the method, it may modify variables by side 
effects, such as variables in method f's write set WS(~ and modification through method's 
return RTS(~. We need to map these changes back to actual variables at the place where f is 
called. This is done in the algorithm mapNlethod . We analyze dynamic binding 
conservatively, which means we sum up (union) the effects from the overriding methods 
since when the method is analyzed, the actual types of the variables in the formal parameter 
list are unknown until execution time because of inheritance and polymorphism. We have 
two sets for method r~z: w(~ and r(~. w(~ is used to hold the union of variables in write sets 
that are from override methods in,f's descendent classes. r(~ is used to hold the union of 
returns from override methods in f's descendent classes. 
Algorithm analysisMethodInvocation 
Input: method f and invocation information such as call site, 
actual variable list passed into f and the object o that 
f acts on 
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Output: Update D-list for actual variables that are modified due 
to the side -effects of the invocation of f 
BEGIN 
IF f acts on an object o and o is a formal parameter 
BEGIN 
create a list 1 to hold all override methods gi (i = 1, ..., n} 
of f in o's descendent classes where i is the total number 
of override methods . 1 ~0] =m; 
clear w (f) and r (f} ; 
FOR each method gi (i = 0 , 1, ... , n) in 1 i s t 1 
BEGIN 
Perform depMe t hod for gi
END 
Perform mapMethod based on wand r for f; //handle side-
//effect 
END 
ELSE // of there is no possible dynamic binding 
Perform depMethod for f ; 




The input of analysisAssignment is a write variable v and its original dependency list 
from AST. The algorithm is used to build the D-list(v,~ for v in method f. If there are 
methods in original dependency list, we need to handle the side-effect of the method. We 
need to map variables in method m's write set WS(fl to actual variables at the place where m 
is called. The mapping is done in analysisl~tethodznvocation. If there is a variable e 
in v's original dependency list from AST, algorithm getDepSetFromvariable is called to 
substitute e by D-list(e, fl. 
Algorithm analysisAssignment 
Input: Assignment statement: written variable v and its original 
dependency list dl from AST 
Output : D-list (v, f) for the written variable v. 
BEGIN 
find v in symbol table of f; 
clear D-list (v, f) ; 
FOR each item e in dl 
BEGIN 
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ELSE // e is a variable 
Let set S = getDepSetFromVariable; 
D-list(v,f)= D-list(v,f) U S; 




Input: method f that is currently being analyzed, Variable e 
from dependency list, 
Output: dependency set S for variable e 
BEGIN 
S = ~; 
IF e E LVS(f) 
BEGIN 
get e f rom symbol table of f; 
END 
ELSE IF e E FPS (f) or e E FS (f) 
BEGIN 
get e from symbol table of f; 









The algorithm of analysisReturn is used to update RTS(fl by appending the RTS(rs,~ 
of the return statement st to RTS(fl. 
Algorithm analysisReturn 
Input: Return statement rs 
Output : Updated RTS (f ) 
BEGIN 
get return list elist of rs from AST; 
FOR each entry e in elist 
BEGIN 
IF e is a method 
2? 
BEGIN 
Perform analysisMethodInvocation for method e; 
IF e acts on an object o and o is a formal parameter 
RTS (m) = RTS (f ) U r (e) ; / / (i f there i s dynamic binding ) 
IF any element in r (e) is impacted 
mark f's return as impacted; 
ELSE 
RTS (f) = RTS (f) U RTS (e) ; // (if there is no dynamic binding) 
IF -any element in RTS(e) is impacted 
mark f's return as impacted; 
END 
ELSE // e is a variable 
let set S = getDepSetFromvariable; 
RTS (f) = RTS (f) U S; 
IF any element in S is impacted 
mark f's return as impacted; 
ENDFOR 
END 
There is an assumption for the IF statement in this version of implementation: there is 
not method invocation in evaluation of conditions. Under this assumption the analysis of an 
IF statement examines the THEN block and ELSE block if they are not empty. The two 
blocks are logically mutually exclusive. There are two independence write sets obtained from 
the analysis of the two blocks: wst and wse. The two sets are used to record D-lists of 
variables_ that are modified inside THEN and ELSE block respectively. Before the algorithm 
returns, the two sets are jointed and the D-lists for variables that are modified in Ir' statement 
are updated. 
Algorithm analysisIF 
Input: An IF statement 
Output:Updated D-list for modified variables 
BEGIN 
call analysisBlock for THEN block and record wst; 
call analysisBlock for ELSE block and record wse; 
union ws t and wse ; 
update the D-lists for variables that are modified; 
END 
The algorithm mapMethod it is called after every method invocation site . The method 
that is currently being analyzed is called f. Method g is called in f. The object that g acts on 
is actoyz. ccctojz can be null, which means that the invocation of ~z is not act on any object. ret 
is the variable that g returns to. ret can be null also, which means either g does not return any 
value or the return value is not intended to be captured. The objective of this algorithm is to 
calculate side-effects caused by invocation of the method g. The side-effects include 
modifications resulting from the following: passing parameters by reference, assigning the 
return value, performing actions on the object that serves as the context for the method call. 
For clarity, we differentiate the mapping of data fields of a method and data fields of an 
object, we separate if-else block to have more branches in the algorithm although it can be 
more compact. 
Algorithm mapMethod 
Input: Method g's definition; invocation information such as call 
site, actual variable list, the object that the method 
acts on (actors, can be null), and the variable the method 
returns to (ret, can be null) 
Output:Updated D-list for actual variables of f, whose 
corresponding variables are modified in g 
BEGIN 
IF actors and ret are both null //standalone g(..} ; 
Perform mappingDataField; //to map D-list (a, g) to 
/ / D-list (a , f) ,where former 
/ /aE FS (g) (~ WS (g) , later aE FS (f) 
Perform mappingFormalParameterList; 
ELSE IF ret i s nul 1 / / o . g (...) cas e 
Perform mappingDataf field; / / to map D-1 i s t (a, g) to 
/ /D-list (o . a, f) ,where former aE FS (g) (~ WS (g) , later aE FS (o) 
Perform mappingFormalParameterList; 
ELSE IF actors i s null / / ret = g (...) case 
Perform mappingDataField; / /to map D-list (a, g) to 
/ /D-list (a, f) ,where former aE FS (g) (~ WS (g) , later a~ FS (o) 
Perform mappingFormalParameterList; 
Perform mappingReturn; 
ELSE / / most general cases ; f = o . g (...) case 
Perform mappingDataField; / / to map D-1 i s t (a, g) to 






Method mappingDataField is used to setup the D-lists of data fields of f whose 
corresponding data fields are modified in method g if g doesn't act on an object, or the D-
lists of data fields of the object o whose corresponding data fields are modified in method g if 
g does act on the object o. Method getvariablenepList maps the variable that is passed 
in and to actual variables in f and sets the D-list for the actual variables according to the D-
list defined in g. 
Algorithm mappingDataField 
Input: object o that the method m acts on; method g that is 
called in method f; Method f is currently being analyzed 
Output.: the D-list related to modified f fields in g 
BEGIN 
IF o i sn' t nul 1 / / o . g ( ) case 
Da t aFi el dSe t = FS (o) ; 
ELSE 
Da~aFieldSet = FS (f) ; 
ENDIF 
FOR each f field fd in FS (g) 
BEGIN 
get the f i eld dField f rom da taFi e1 dSet corresponding to fd; 
IF fd has been written / /only look f or modified data f field 
BEGIN 
clear D-list (dField, f) ; 
FOR each f field depf in D-Iist (fd, g) 
BEGIN 
// map the modified data fields to actual data fields 
/ / (either FS (o ) or FS (f ) 
Let S = getVariableDepList f or depf; 
D-list (dField, f) = D-list (dField, f) U S; 
IF any element in S is impacted 






Input: Method g that is called in method f that is currently 
being analyzed. A variable depf that is in the D-list of 
a data field, or a formal parameter of g, or depf is a 
variable in RTS (g) DataFieldSet that is FS (o) if method 
g acts on object o, or DataFieldSet that is FS (g) if g 
does not act on an object. Table T that stores the 
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correspondence between formal parameters of g and actual 
variables in f. 
Output: A set S that has the D-list of the actual variable in f 
corresponding to depf 
BEGIN 
Let S = m; 
IF depf E FPS (g) 
get actual variable (act) from T corresponding to depf; 
IF act is written or act E LVS (f) 
S = D-list (act, f) ; 
ELSE 
S = {act}; 
ELSE IF depf E FS (g) 
get f i led f1 d f rom da taFi el dSe t corresponding to depf; 
IF fld is written 
S = D-list(fld,f); 
ELSE 





Method mappingFormalParameterList does the mapping among the actual variables in f 
and formal parameters of the method g. It looks at the variables in FPS(g) and maps them to 
actual variables in f and sets the D-list for the actual variables according to the D-list defined 
in the corresponding formal parameters in g. 
Algorithm mappingFormalParameterList 
Input: table T that stores the correspondence between formal 
parameters of method g and actual parameters in method f. 
Object acton that g acts upon. 
Output:the D-list for actual variables 
BEGIN 
IF acton isn't null //acton.g() case 
DataFieldSet = FS (acton) ; 
ELSE 
DataFieldSet = FS (f) ; 
ENDIF 
FOR each , field fm1 in FPS (g) 
BEGIN 
get fml's corresponding actual variable a from T 
IF a is a primary data type //Java is pass by value 
Continue; 
IF fml E RS (g) and fml ~ WS (g) 
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Continue; // read variable will not change D-list 
ELSE //it's a written var and not a primary type 
clear D-list (a, f) ; ' 
FOR each f field d in D-list (fml, g) 
BEGIN 
// map the modified formal parameters to actual variables 
Let S = getVariableDepList f or d; 
D-list (a, f) = D-list (a, f) U S; 
IF any element in S is impacted 
mark a as impacted; 
ENDFOR 
ENDIF //written var 
ENDFOR //loop fml 
END 
Method mappingReturn sets up the dependency relations related to returns in method 
m. A special case for m is m is a constructor, since it implicitly returns the object of the same 
type. 
Algorithm mappingReturn 
Input: method g with return list RTS(g) g is called in method f. 
acton : the object that g acts upon . 
Output: dependency list for ret, which is the variable that g 
returns values to. 
BEGIN 
IF g is a constructor 
BEGIN 
copy FS (g) to FS (ret) ; 
ELSE 
FOR each element rdep in RTS (g) 
BEGIN 
// map the rdep to actual variables in f 
Let S = getVariableDepList f or rdep; 
D-list (ret, f) = D-list (ret, f) U S; 
IF any element in S is impacted 




4.5 Analysis of Fields 
The idea of analysis of field is to set up D-list(fd, c) for the field fd by putting the 
retrieved dependency information for fd from AST into fd's D-list. If the retrieved item is a 
field, it is added to fd's D-list. If the item is a method, we need to analyze the method and 
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process the side-effects due to method invocation as we did in method analysis. If there is 
new field is found impacted, it is added to IFS. The algorithm for analysis of field is: 
Algorithm depField 
Input : the dependent set DepSetAST for f field fd from AST 
Output : D-list (fd, c) , updated IFS 
BEGIN 
IF fd has been analyzed, return; 
FOR each entry e in Dep,S'etAST 
BEGIN 
IF e is a field 
BEGIN 
D-list (fd, c} = D-list (fd, c) U {e} ; 
IF e is impacted 
mark fd as impacted; 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
ELSE IF e is a method 
BEGIN 
Perform depMethod; //analyze method 




IF fd is impacted 
BEGIN 
IFSi = IFSi _1 U {fd} ; / / ( i stands for i~h iteration in 
//impactAnalysis loop) 
ENDIF 
Mark fd as analyzed; 
END 
depMethod and mapMethod are the same as the ones as descried in Section 4.4. 
4.6 Complexity Analysis 
Assume the number of classes in the system is k, let m =max (number of methods in 
class i), f = max (number of methods in class i), where 1 <_ i <_ k. Let l be the maximum line 
number of the method in the system. From algorithm impactAnaiysis, the overall 
complexity of the whole algorithm is 
O(impactAnalysis) =max (number of iteration) x0(the iteration body) 
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Since a new iteration is needed if a new field is found impacted in the previous iteration, 
the maximum number of iteration is kf. During each ite~•ation, the worst case of 
initializeDirtyLists is O(k (f + mf + ml )) = O( km(f + l )). The run time for data 
dependency analysis is O(k (f + ml )). So the rum time for the loop body is O( km(f + l )). 
The overall complexity of the algorithm is kf x 0( km(f + l )) = O( kzmf (f + l)) 
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5 Design and Implementation of SCIA 
It took approximately six months from design to Implementation of the SCIA tool. The 
final version of the source code consists of about 11,000 lines of Java code. Eclipse was used 
to develop the code. It provided a big help in writing and maintaining large code, especially 
when debugging. For people who don't use Eclipse IDE development tool, an Apache Ant 
buid.xml was provided, so that one can compile, pack to a jar file, and run the tool. 
There are 6 main subsystems in SCIA: 
• Java2XML, the front end compiler that compiles Java source code to XML 
representation. Java2XML is a public domain tool. 
• An XML converter that converts the XML representation generated by 
Java2XML tool to our own language neutral intermediate XML representation. 
• An AST generator: the module that builds the AST .from intermediate XML 
representation. 
• A dependency analyzer that performs data-flow and control-flow analysis. 
• An impact analyzer that utilizes the dependency analyzer to resolve all the 
impact in the system given the initial set of changes. 
• A Visualizer: the module shows the structure of Java source code, allows a user 
to specify the initial set of changes, and shows the result of the impact analysis 
by flagging the affected components. 
5.1 Why Intermediate XML Representation? 
Since XML is a flexible and expressive makeup language, and XML allows storing 
structured data in human readable form, we chose to use XML as the representation of Java 
source code. To convert a Java code to XML representation, the front end compiler 
Java2XML is used. It compiles Java source code to an XML format. After examining the 
XML representation generated by Java2XML, we found it does not present enough details to 
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build AST for the Java code, further parsing is still needed. Instead of building an AST 
converter on top of Java2XML's XML representation, we decided to convert it to a more 
structured language neutral XML representation that can capture common object-oriented 
programming language features so that later on our impact analyzer will be able to work not 
only on Java code, but also on other object-oriented languages. Both XML representations 
for a simple Java code are attached in appendix C. 
5.2 Data structure 
The main data structures are Clazz, Entry, Field and Method in SCIA. These data 
structures are used to capture the class concept in Java code (or generally an object-oriented 
language). The fields of Clazz are shown in the following table. 
Fields of Clazz (type) Explanation 
name (String) Name of the corresponding class 
parent (String) Parent of the class 
children (String) Children of the class 
modifier (String) Modifier of the class such as public, private 
clean (Boolean) Whether the class is impacted 
field (Hashtable) Fields of the class, keyed by the field's name 
method (Hashtable) Method of the class, keyed by the signature 
of the method 
check (int) Indicates if the class has been analyzed 
Data type `Field' and `Method' corresponding to the field anal method of a Java class. Since 
these two types share certain commonalities, they share a common parent class `Entry' . The 
fields of the type `Entry' are: 
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Fields of Entry (type) Explanation 
name (String) Name of the corresponding entry 
kind (int) Indicate the kind type of Entry such as Entry, 
Field, Method, etc 
type (String) The actual type of Entry such as "int", 
"char", "Vector" etc 
declaredType(String) The declared type of Entry such as "int", 
"char", "Vector" etc 
modifier (String) Modifier of the Entry such as public, private 
clean (Boolean) Whether the Entry is impacted 
classname (string) class name of this Entry belongs to 
localFieldDateInstance 
(Hashtable) 
Local copy of fields in the class definition. 
Check (int) Indicates if the Entry has been analyzed 
belongTo (String) Which object this Entry belongs to. 
There are some fields belong to type `Field' only. There fields are: 
Fields of Field (type) Explanation 
deps (List) Dependent list of the field 
written (int) Indicate if the field has been written 
tempDepList(List) Before a formal parameter-to-actual 
parameter mapping, the original dependent 
list is temporally stored in this list. 
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The following are the fields in type `Method': 
Fields of Method (type) Explanation 
readSet (List) The read set of the method 
writeSet (List) The write set of the method 
methodSignature 
(MethodSignature) 
The signature of the method 
methodBody(List) The list of blocks of method body 
formalParameter (List) The list of formal parameters of the method 
localVariable (List) The list of local variables of the method 
actualVariable (List) The actual variable list at invocation point 
returnList (List) The returns of the method 
5.3 Object Oriented Features 
Here we will describe how the object oriented features such as encapsulation, 
inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamics are handled. 
Encapsulation is handled naturally by using the data structures introduced in Scetion 
5.2. These data structures capture the class concept of object oriented code. 
Inheritance is handled by copying non-private data fields and methods from parent 
classes to subclasses in our implementation. For each data field, we make a deep copy from 
the parent class to its subclass. For each method, we only make a shallow copy (i.e. the 
method reference) from the parent class to its subclass. The reason for doing so is because 
fields contain Less information and do not occupy much memory space. It is more convenient 
and faster in search for the fields by having deep copies of fields in subclasses. On the other 
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hand, we don't want to analyze dependency relation for the very same method again and 
again in subclasses since dependency analysis is time consuming. By putting method 
references in subclasses, a method will be analyzed only once and the results can be reused 
many times if necessary. 
It is important to understand what happens when a method call is applied to objects of 
various types in an inheritance hierarchy. Polymorphism is resolved by looking at the 
objects' actual type when methods invocations occur. This works for the types that can be 
resolved at the compile time. In the case of dynamic (or late) binding, i.e. the method is 
inherited from a superclass, and a conservative policy is used to explore all possibilities. We 
must account for all of the dependencies from the override methods in inheritance hierarchy. 
5.4 Architecture 
The following picture provides an overview of the system architecture. Although the tool 
created for this research only handles Java, the tool is flexible enough to handle different languages, 
accept different algorithms, and handle new requirements as the system evolves by plugging different 


























In SCIA, the visualizer has several important functions. First, it presents the structure of 
Java code as a collapsible and expansible tree. While browsing the code structural, the user is 
able to see the dependencies among fields and methods. This visual presentation helps user 
gain a better understanding of the code. 
Second, the visualizer allows the user to specify the initial set of changes such as IFSo, 
IMSo, and ISSMo. The visualizer collects the changes and sends them to the impact analyzer. 
The third use of the visualizer is to show the results of the analysis. This is done by 
changing the color and shape of the icon for entries that are impacted. In fig.4, the black 
shining buttons flag the entries (classes, fields, and methods) that are impacted. For methods, 
the impacted output fields are marked by the arrows that come from a circle with text `dirty' 
as shows in figure 4. 
The visualizer is implemented according to the observer design pattern. The observer 
design pattern assumes that the objects containing. the. data. (subjects) are separated from the 
objects (observers) that display the data and observers monitor changes in subjects. When a 
subject changes state, all Qbservers are notified and updated automatically. In our 
implementation, data and its representations are separated in two packages, gui and sica 
respectively. There are two basic types of representations for the code, a tree like 
representation for code structure (left side in fig.4) and a dependency graph (upper right. 
corner) for each field and method. The hierarchical tree representation is implemented using 
the Java Swing package JTree. The dependency graph is drawn using the graphviz package 
[16]. 
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Figure 4. Snapshot of SCIA GUI 
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6 Testing 
Testing is necessary during and after the implementation phase. The testing points are 
numerous and often unknown. This forces one to choose a certain strategy to perform the 
task. One can choose testing based on code coverage, which is a thorough way. One can also 
test his/her code based on what the code targets. Our target is the Java language and the 
language is based on strict syntax rules and several basic statements. Because of this fact the 
second strategy is used to test the system. We unit test all the basic language features and 
some combinations of those features. The description in this section serves two purposes. On 
one hand it shows how the system is tested; on the other hand, we try to use this opportunity 
to show how the system works and explain the some subtle analysis. 
6.1 Correctness of Dependency Analysis 
There are several things need to be checked to ensure the correctness of the tool. First 
we are going to test the correctness of the handling of basic features in Java language such as 
local variable declaration, assignment, method invocation, return statement, loop statements, 
branch statements, and the try-catch block. Instead of testing these units separately, we 
combine these in two classes, Test 1 and Test 2 , to perform the test. The code that was 
used is: 
import java.io.IOException; 
public class Test1 
{ 
public int c1 =0; 
public int c2=c1; 
private char c3='y'; 
private char c4; 
public Test1() 
{ 
c4 = `f` ; 
} 
int call (int f 1, int f 2 , Tes t2 a ) 
{ 
if (f1<f2) { 
f1 = f2; 
} else { 
f1 = c2; 
} 
try{ 
c2 = System. in read(); 
while (c2<10) { 
c2=f1+1; 
} 
}catch (IOException e){ 
e.printStackTrace(); 





int map (int f 1 , int f 2 , Test 1 s , 
Test2 aa) { 
f1 = aa.al+f2; 
f2=s.c2; 
int x=f1; 
int y = 0; 
c2=f2; 
Testl m = new Testl(); 
m.c1 =x; 
m.c2=c2; 










public class Testl 
{ 
public int a1; 
public int a2; 









public int m2 (int f 1, int f 2 , 
int f3, int f4) 
{ 
} 
int k = 0 ; 
for(int i=0; i<10; i++) 
{ 






k = f1; 
break ; 
case 2: 
k = f2; 
break ; 
case 3: 
k = f3; 
break; 
default 




f3 = f4+a2; 




The dependency relations for fields (the relationship set up in field declarations) in 
Testl are shown in fig.5. As it should be, field c2 is dependent on c1. Others depend 
nothing. In class Test2, all of its fields have no dependency on other fields. Each of them 
is shown as a single node. 
Figure 5. Dependency relations for fields in Class Testl 
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In method `call', we can test the correctness of analysis for the branch if-else 
statement, assignment, while-loop, try-catch block and return statement. Since we apply 
static analysis for branch statements, the formal parameter f 1 will depend on formal 














Figure 6. Dependency graph for the method `call' 
Notice that the dependency relation for the assignment c 2 = f 1 + 1 in while loop 
shows that c 2 depends on f 2 instead of c 2 depending on f 1. The reason is because f 1 is 
written and hence is replaced by c 2 and f 2 , the leaves of backward slicing tree on the 
variables f 1. This results in that c 2 depending on f 2 and c 2 . However, in dependency 
analysis, the fact that a variable depends on itself is of no value. So we choose that c2 
depends only on f 2 . The detail is shown in fig.6. 
In method `m2' of Class Test2 several types of statement such as local variable 
declarations, assignments, do-loop, for-loop, branch statement switchs, and returns, are tested. 
The result is in fig. 7. 
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The main purpose of method `map' is to test method invocation and mapping 
between actual variables and formal parameters, returns, and the data fields of a method or an 
object. The constructor invocation is treated as a normal method invocation. For instance, 
Figure 7. Dependency graph for method `m2' 
•~ :. 
c~ 




Figure 8. Dependency graph for method `map' 
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statement Test 1 m = new Test 1 ( ) is analyzed as m .Test 1 () . The dependency graph 
for method map is in fig. 8. Since parameters are passed by value in Java programming 
language, changes on primitive type parameters made inside the method have no effect after 
the method returns, such as actual variable f 2 in invocation of call. 
The next testis aimed at checking if the object oriented features are handled correctly. 
The following code was used to test inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic binding. 
public class A{ 
public int a1; 
public int a2=0; 
public int a3; 








public class AA extends A{ 
public AAO{ 
super () ; 




public class AB extends A{ 




public class B { 
public int b1; 
public int b0=fd(); 
public char b2; 
public int b3; 
public B () { 
b1=0; 
b2='c'; 
fd(); //method invocation 
} 
public int fd () { 





public class InheritancePolymorph{ 
private int c1 =0; 
private int c2=c1; 
} 
int p (A a ) { 
B b = new B(); 
b.b1 = c2+a.poly(); 
return b.b1; 
} 
int fp (A a ) { 
a = new AA(); 
B b = new BO; 
b.b1 = c2+a.poly(); 
return b.b1; 
} 
In this test set, Class AA and AB are subclasses of Class A. The method poly() is 
override in classes AA and AB so that we can set up a scenario for polymorphism and 
dynamic binding in method p (A a) of class InheritancePolymorph . To make things 
more interesting, in class Inheri tanc ePo lymorph, a method called f p ( A a ) is 
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created that is similar to method p (A a } except that in method fp, formal parameter `a' ~s 
assigned to its subtype AA before invoking method poly ( ) . In this case there is no 
ambiguity which poly O is invoked in method f p. PolyO is resolved to the method in 
class A.A. Fig 9 and 10 show the differences. 
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Figure 10. Dependency graph for method `fp' in class InhertancePolymorph. 
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We would like to point out several things in class B to help the reader further 
understand how we setup dependency relation inside a method. In method fd, a dependency 
relation has been setup such that field `b3' depends on field `b1' (fig. 11). In constructor 
B ( ) , b1 is overwritten by a numerical literal before method fd() is invoked. According to 
our mapping algorithm for method invocation, b3's dependence on b1 is transferred to the 
literal. The dependence on a literal is not important and ignored in our analysis (fig. 13). 
However, the invocation of method fdQ in field b0's initialization sets the dependency 
relations for fields b0 and b3 (fig. 12). 
F~=~z°~~~t~i~ ~'~i~~i~~ctrtrrL 
L.~ ~~. Fi~l~:,~~ 
~-~ ~ 
F~ z~«,~1 F~~tt~rtrr~~; 




Figure 11. Dependency graph for method `fd' in class B 
Figure 12. Dependency relations for fields in Class B 
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Figure 13. Dependency graph for constructor 'B`. Notice that 
there is no dependency relation for the data fields. 
6.2 Correctness of Impact Analysis 
The correctness of impact analysis depends on the correctness of data dependency 
analysis. The initial set of changes includes 
• Fields of classes 
• Methods of classes 
• Certain types of statements in a method. 
For example, marking the field `a 1' in class Test 2 causes the following impact: method m1 
in the same class is impacted since `a 1' is used as a read variable in assignment; the method 
map in class Test 1 is also impacted. There are several other components impacted in the 
method. One can identify them from the black dots icon to the left of the methods and 
statements (fig.l4). 
Interestingly, the statement .y=m . c a 11 (f 2 , c 1, aa) (id =8) in `method' does not 
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Figure 14. Result of impact analysis after change field `al' in Class Test2. The impacted 
components (fields, methods, and statements) are flagged by black ball icon (shown as slightly 
darker ball icon in black-write print). A graphical representation of method 'map' is shown in 
the upper right corner. 
get marked as impacted at all thought it does have a parameter `aa' of type Test2. The 
reason is that although as . a1 is marked as impacted, it is written inside method call 
before it is used as a read variable in the method call. 
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If one wants to change a method, all components are marked written and affected. 
These components include formal parameters, data fields, and returns. Fig.15 shows the 
consequence of marking the method c a 11 as a proposed change. The result shows that only 
the method `map' is affected. 
Figure 15. Result of marking method `call' as proposed change. (see fig. 8 for original dependency 
relation for `map') 
Figure 16. Impacts on constructor `Testl' (left) and method `call' (right) due to proposed 
change statements. Note that the dependency relations are changed. (See fig. 6 for the 
differences for method 'call') 
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Figure 17. Some results of marking selected statements as initial impacts (on the left, impacts are marked 
by slightly darker ball icons) and Dependency graph for method `map' (in the upper right corner). 
Now let's mark the following statements in method call: assignment statement (id 
= 0) in the then-block of an if-branch, the assignment (id = 4) in a while-loop, the 
assignment (id = 8) in finally-blook, and return statement (id = 10), and the only statement 
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(id = 0) in constructor Test1. The result of impact analysis is given in fig.16 and 17. An 
HTML report can be generated to keep the impacted information. A sample report is attached 
in Appendix B. 
In realistic cases a proposed change may be a mixture of all three types of change. The 
tool does not limit the possible combinations of these changes. 
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7 Limitations of the SCIA Tool 
This is the first attempt for our lab in analyzing object oriented code. Although the 
system achieves our initial goal, this prototype has the following limitations for practical use. 
• Java language library and other resource in class or jar files are not handle. This is not 
an inherent limitation of our system since we may not have the source code for the 
library or third party code. But any similar tool trying to have a practical use has to 
address this issue. There are three solutions for this: first, the simplest way, is to 
ignore it: methods from the library and jar files are treated as having an empty 
method body; variables are treated as literals. ~ Second, any variables related to the 
library (method or variable) are treated as impacted if the library is suspect. Third, to 
build a comprehensive data base that store the dependency information for input and 
output variables in methods for commonly used library. Our tool uses the first 
approach . 
• Currently for the method invocation, I need the types of the actual parameters 
explicitly in the method's parameter list. For example, instead of `foo(var)', I need to 
put it in this way: `foo((type) vary' . This is because the Java2XML doesn't provide 
enough information on which method is called. For a language that supports method 
overriding, the search for the matching method is not trivial and we decided to use 
this approach as to work-around. 
• In this version of SCIA, all class fields are of primitive types. This is because the 
Java2XML tool doesn't have good support in terms of providing more detailed 
parsing information. We have to parse the code by ourselves from the XML 
representation generated by the Java2XML. The estimated effort on parsing is more 
than 30% of the project.. To avoid more parsing effort, I also avoided treating 
packages as a separate hierarchy in the Java code packing structure. With this 
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treatment, the tool is able to analyze Java code that belongs to different packages 
simultaneously under the condition that there are no classes have the same name. 
• The array data type is not handled. 
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8 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we analyze a number of possible changes to Java code, how the changes 
propagate through data dependence and present a set of algorithms that determine impact to 
the systems due the proposed changes. We have developed a prototype of an automatic 
software change impact analysis tool that enables Java developers to trace and identify the 
potential impacts of proposed software modlficatlons. 
Our tool performs precise dependency analysis on components of the read and the write 
sets of method so that it can provide more accurate impact results. Our approach is noticeably 
different from other similar research, where the analysis of methods is often oversimplified, 
for instance, one treatment[2] implies if a read variable Is impacted, or some statements in 
the method are impacted, the method itself is then marked impacted and all its output 
variables are considered impacted. While this approach [2] is simple in concept, it is less 
accurate and generates too much impact information than Is necessary. 
Since the tool gives impact information due to proposed change, the tool can be used in 
evaluating the scales and the cost of impact among competing software change plans. It can 
also be used by software tester to find what components are affected by the changes and test 
only impacted components. 
In the future we need to add more features to the tool so that it can be used practically. 
These features include generating test cases for a proposed change plan based on the impact 
information, developing a metric system to quantitatively measure the impact of the proposed 
changes and building database for Java language libraries. 
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Appendix A: Class hierarchy of SCIA 
o class java.lang.Object 
o class scia.An~a_ysis 
o class scia.t~lassPath 
o class scia.C:l~z~ (implements java.io.Serializable) 
o class gui.+~elllconRenderer
o class gui.Dis~la_y 
o class scia.DepAn~.l~rsis 
o class scia.DirtyStatement
o class scia.Entr~T (implements java.io.Serializable) 
o class scia.~'ield 
o class scia.Dirty 
o class scia.FormalP~rameter 
o class scia.V~riable
o class scia.~~Iethod 
o class javax.swing.filechooser.FileFilter 
o class gui.MyFileFilter 
o class scia.Id~ounter
o class scia.Im~actAnalvsis 
o class scia.Interm.ediateXI~7LRe~resentation 
o class scia.InternallZepresentation 
o class gui.~TreePanel (implements java.awt.event.ActionListener, 
java.awt.event.MouseListener, javax.swing.event.TreeSelectionListener) 
o class scia.dataflow.I,inkedListHashtable (implements java.io.Serializable) 
o class scia.Literal 
o class scia.MethodSi~nature (implements java.io.Serializable) 
o class statement.~'tatement (implements java.io.Serializable) 
o class statement.Assi~nm.ent 
o class statement.CatchHandler 
o class statement.DoStatement 
o class statement.PorState~nr~ent
o class statement.IfStatement 
o class statement.Loealvariable 
o class statement.l~ZethodInvoeation 
o class statement.ReturnStatement
o class statement.5tatementE~pression 
o class statement.S~~~itchStatement
o class statement.TryStatement 
o class statement.whileStatement
o class gui.TabbedPaneTest
o class gui.'~isual 
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Appendix B: Samples of Impact analysis report 
The following is a sample of HTML report generated by our SCIA tool. 
Software change impact analysis report 
There are two parts in this report. First part sums up the source of the proposed changes. 
Second part lists the impacted components. If there is nothing under the category, it means 
there is no components are applicable. 
1. Summary of proposed changes 
o In class Testl: 
■ List of fields 
■ cl 
■ c3 
■ List of methods 
■ call Signature: call [int, int, Test2] Testl 
■ List of statements 
■ In method Testl , signature: Test 1 [] Test 1: the following 
statements have been marked for changing 
■ assignment, id = 0 
■ In method map, signature: map [int, int, Test 1, Test2] Test 1: 
the. following statements have been marked for changing 
■ assignment, id = 0 
■ local variable, id = 3 
■ assignment, id = 4 
■ assignment, id = 6 
■ return_statement, id =11 
o In class Inhe~itancePolymorph 
■ List of fields 
■ cl 
■ List of methods 
■ fp Signature: fp [A] InheritancePolymorph 
■ List of statements 
o In class B: 
■ List of fields 
■ bl 
■ b2 
■ List of methods 
■ B Signature: B [] B 
■ List of statements 
o In class A 
■ List of fields 
■ al 
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■ List of methods 
■ List of statements 
■ In method poly, signature: poly [] A: the following statements 
have been marked for changing 
- return statement, id = 0 
o In class AA: 
■ List of fields 
■ List of methods 
poly Signature: poly [] AA 
■ List of statements 
o In class Test2: 
■ List of fields 
• List of methods 
m2 Signature: m2 [int, int, int, int] Test2 
■ ml Signature: ml [] Test2 
■ List of statements 
• In method Test2, signature: Test2 [] Test2: the following 
statements have been marked for changing 
• assignment, id = 0 
2. Summary of impacts 
o In class Testl: 




• List of methods 
Testl Signature: Testl [] Testl 
■ call Signature: call [int, int, Test2] Testl 
■ map Signature: map [int, int, Testl, Test2] Testl 
o In class InheritancePolymorph: 
■ List of fields 
• cl 
• c2 
• List of methods 
• fp Signature: fp [A] InheritancePolymorph 
• p Signature: p [A] InheritancePolymorph 
o In class B: 





■ List of methods 
• fd Signature: fd [] B 
• B Signature: B [] B 
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o In class AB: 
• List of fields 
• al 
■ List of methods 
o In class A: 
■ List of fields 
■ al 
■ List of methods 
o In class AA: 
• List of fields 
• al 
List of methods 
■ poly Signature: poly [] AA 
o In class Test2: 
• List of fields 
■ List of methods 
• m2 Signature: m2 [int, int, int, int] Test2 
• ml Signature: ml [] Test2 
• Test2 Signature: Test2 [] Test2 
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Appendix C: Samples of XML representations 
In this appendix we give the XML representations generated by our SCIA and by 
Java2XML tool fora simple Java code. If one looks closely, one can find that in our 
intermediate XML representation, some type is marked by context. That is because that the 
XML representation generated by Java2XML doesn't give enough information. That also 
means that SCIA tool has to parse this variables. 
public Class sample { 
public int a1; 
public int a2; 
public int foo (int f1, int f2) { 
f 1 = f 2+geta2 ; 
if (f1<10 ~ ( f1< -10) { 
return f1; 
} else { 
for(int i=0; i<100; i++} { 








C.1 Intermediate XML representation used by SCIA 



















<read list /> 
<cast /> 
</depends_on> 





















































































































































































C.2 XML generated by Java2XML tool 




<class declaration ID="1"> 
<modifier>public</modifier> 
















































<variable declarator id> 
<variable name> f2</variable name> 
</variable_declarator_id> 
</formal_parameter> 






















































<for> for</ for> 
<for init> 










































































<block close> }</block_close> 
</block> 
</method_declaration> 
<method declaration ID="2"> 
































<nr of codelines nr="26" /> 
<nr of classes nr="1" /> 
<nr of methods nr="2" /> 
<nr of statements nr="10" /> 
</statistics> 
</java2xml_root> 
